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How far have we come?

“This is what I was wearing. Tell me I asked for it. I dare you.”
Holding this sign is a young girl, whose baggy, light-washed jeans and men’s graphic t-shirt practically engulf her thin, wiry frame. With her pixie cut dyed a shocking 

shade of red and the lack of makeup on her face, she is the antithesis of the American idea of femininity. The picture of her, which has recently gone viral on the Internet, 
is from a “SlutWalk,” a series of protests against the justification of rape because of the victim’s appearance, that began in April of 2011. 

“Slut-shaming is a massive issue,” Florine Pascal (12) said. “People need to start accepting that women can have sex, men can have sex, and stop having these double 
standards.”

According to feminist author and blogger Jessica Valenti, the sexual double standard for women and men is alive and well. In her book, “He’s a Stud, She’s a Slut,” 
Valenti says slut shaming is about “controlling women through shame and humiliation. Women’s bodies are always the ones being vied over for control -- whether it’s rape, 
reproductive rights, or violence against women, it’s our bodies that are the battleground, not men’s.” The double standard has been protested against since the 1960s as 
part of the feminist movement, along with the goal of eliminating workplace gender inequality through anti-discrimination laws. The movement also took on the mission 
of bringing the issues of rape and domestic violence to the media forefront and sparking discussion of topics such as family life, gender stereotypes, sexual education, 
reproductive rights and oral contraception. 

“People might think that the feminist movement has completed itself in America because it’s not really publicized like it was in the seventies anymore,” Shayun 
Pedram (11) said. “I think that in America, people are losing sight of feminism because they think women have equal rights here, which, for the most part, they do, as 
opposed to Middle Eastern countries where women have no rights.”

Pedram, who considers himself a feminist because he has two sisters and a mother who faced limitations on her rights while living in Iran, said that the issues of 
sexual education proliferation and the distribution of healthcare and birth control to women might be lost because people think that they have been solved in America.

“It’s like people thinking that racism is gone— it’s not,” Sean Uribe (10) said. “It’s still present, but it’s hidden, which makes [the issues] even harder to root out and 
care about.”

While American women have the right to the vote, equal pay, equal employment opportunity, oral contraceptives, access to education, abortion, military integration, 
and the protection against employment discrimination of pregnant women, Marnie Brookolo, director of the UCSD Women’s Center, said that, though legal rights are 
important, they are not always accessible to women.

“For example, the type of access to education one has is often dependent on factors such as what neighborhood you live in,” Brookolo said. “While all girls have the right 
to go to school in the United States, not all girls have access to the same educational opportunities.”

Pascal said the movement still has a long way to go, not only because  of apparent issues like America’s lack of the requirement for maternity leave, but because the 
issues are also deeply ingrained, in subtler ways.

“Whenever they have the interviews [of movie stars], they’re always asking women questions about how [they got] the body in shape for their role, and then they’re 
asking men all of these deep, philosophical questions,” Pascal said. “They did that with Anne Hathaway from Les Mis, while the main male character had a big weight 
change for his role, but nobody commented on that at all. Also, you often don’t find women as the major protagonists. A lot of times when a female is the protagonist, the 
movie is a chick flick, but when the male is the protagonist, [the movie] is for everybody. Males have more screen time, and if you have men being sarcastic and mean, 
they’re ‘funny,’ but if women do that, they’re ‘terrible.’”
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